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On sepsis and defining words

“Sepsis” and its adjectival form “septic” come from the Greek “sepein”—to make putrid. The relationship between sepsis, putrefaction, and smell is evident in such familiar terms as “antiseptic” (anything preventing the toxic action of microorganisms) and “septic tank” (where anaerobic bacteria putrefy and decompose waste). Medically “sepsis” is linked to its roots in bacterial putrefaction. The natural progression of smelly, festering wounds was described in antiquity by Hippocrates. In 1712 English physicians, ignorant of bacterial action, employed the term “antiseptic” for compounds that retarded putrefaction of corpses. By the mid 18th century “antiseptic” entered into lay vocabulary. This distinction between “septic” and “antiseptic” chemicals was the foundation for Lister, who developed the revolutionary concept of antiseptic surgery a century later.

German pathologists described late stage infection—when putrefaction set in—as “sepsis.” By the early 1900s “sepsis” and its more common counterpart “septicemia” were diagnostic terms describing patients who presumably absorbed poisons emanating from foul smelling foci.

Smell was an important factor in the diagnostic armamentarium of physicians at the turn of the century. Thus the most common use of sepsis—“puerperal sepsis”—described infections where lochial odour was diagnostic.

As a result of the large numbers of surgically treated traumatic wounds in the first world war “sepsis” and “septicemia” gained greater popularity. With the identification of specific bacteria “septicemia” became associated with systemic manifestations of staphylococcal and streptococcal infections.

The discovery of antibiotics became linked with a host of virtually indistinguishable terms to describe systemic infection such as bacteraemia, septicemia, toxemia, pyaemia, and sapraemia (same Greek derivation as sepsis). Between the world wars “sepsis” was relegated to describing local, rather than systemic, infections and the term was nearly abandoned. The second world war saw widespread use of antibiotics and heightened interest in the treatment of shock, which researchers classified as cardiogenic, haemorrhagic, anaphylactic, or septic. In the Darwinian struggle for semantic survival “sepsis” possessed distinct advantages—its easy transition from noun to adjective and the smooth alliteration of “septic shock” describing bacterially induced hypoperfusion (imagine “pyaemic shock”). Pyaemia, sapraemia, and toxemia all fell into disuse by the 1950s.

One important reason for defining sepsis and related hard to define terms is to provide researchers with workable definitions to evaluate new treatments for serious infections. However, we will not soon read the last word on defining words. As linguist Jacques Barzun has aptly noted: “(word) usage is the most elusive of realities and defining is one of the most difficult acts of thought.”

“Sepsis” connotes a diagnosis and severity of illness better than terms it has outlasted over the past century. The history of “sepsis” is one of the amorphousness of words, our perceptions of them, the phenomena they describe, and our attempts to control them. Where science and semantics intersect, the story of “sepsis” reinforces TS Eliot’s admonition that ultimately the only wisdom we can hope to acquire is the wisdom of humility.
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